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The music now plays 4 long "plinks" dtlTing which dancers wipe their "brows or
mimic great fatigue and totter around to position thomoelves in preparation
for the next ~gure:
'
PART III

With weight on Lft, point Rtoe fWd, then touch Rtoe by inster'of Lft.
Then touch Rtoe out to Rside nnd bring it back to Lft all with greatly exeggerated steps.
Now sta,rnp 6 RLRrnL and put weight on Rft and point Ltoe fwd, then
down beside Rft, then to L, and tr.en bring it down beside Rft.
Now stamp 6 LRlF.LR,
still leaning on stick with hath hands, jump up four times into the
air, each time clicking heels together. Start from a posit1 n of feet
apart, and land with feet apart. Stamp RLRLRL. Repent the 4 jumps
and the 6 stamps.
REPEAT all of PART III again,

New DO TIlE BREAK AS DESCRIBED ON REVEFSE SInE 0F THIS SHEET followed by the four
"plinkS" to prepare yc.u for the next figure.
PART IV(A) With Lft on the floor, raise Rft and dig Rheel into floor in front
and slightly to the R fwd, at the same time raise Lheel without taking Ltoe of flecr. Then sink down on L heel as you raise Rknee. ~o
this 4 times, that is dig Rheel into floor 4 times, as you raise and
lower Lheel.(This should be done almost clumsily).Then stamp 5 times,
RLRLR, do not put weight on 5th stamp, and repeat the 5 stamps RLRLR.
'"FEAT all of PART 4 A
IV(B) "SPREADING STEP". Move forward, inching along as you take 8 steps,
spreading feet further and further apart RLRLRBL ••• the "backbone"
(derriere) protrudes in the rear as you do steps With knees bent.
Stamp 5, RLRlR, no weight on 5th stamp, RLRLR.
Repeat Part 4 B
REPEA'r ALL OF PART 4 A and 4 B.
DO THE BREAK AS DESCRIBED ON REVERSE SIDE FOLLCWED BY THE FOUR "Plinks" as you
prepare for the next figure.
PART V

Is the same as 'I'b;,'C I, the, "gossiping" figure. This is followed by
12 "plinJ<s" during which dri'rieers totter off stage really tired. Semetimes one dancer pretends to collapse to be dragged cut by others. A
"senorita" may cross stage at this point anil the COllapsed dgneer
qUickly revives to follow her ••• again this is a good opportunity for
improvised play-a~ting.
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The dance is likEd by youngsters. Since the stamping sounds alike it doesn't
matter if someone stamps with R or Lft.lt will all sound the same and therefore
mistakes are not important. The masks hide faees so even the most shy '>ill
'ventur( into the dance,
The Serape can be made frem any length of cloth, just slit down the middle as
in diagram, then fold in half and slip ovef the head so it hangs down in front
and baCk. Cut enils into strips to resemble fringe.
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